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Research Areas

● Software Engineering: How to engineer 

correct and reliable software?

● Cyber-Security: How to engineer secure 

software-based systems?

● Formal Methods: How to 

mathematically show that a piece of 

software is correct?
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The Challenge

How do we make 

sure Cyber-Physical 

Systems (CPS) like 

SWaT are safe and 

secure? 



The Problems
The Attestation Problem

How to make sure that the program in 

the PLCs of CPS are not tampered? 

The Testing Problem

How to test the control programs in 

PLCs to identify safety and security 

problems?  



The Attestation Problem
Hardware-based Attestation

Execute PLC programs with specially designed 

hardware.

Software-based Attestation

Compute a hashcode of the entire memory at 

runtime and compare it with a predicted one 

in the controller room. 

No such hardware in existing PLCs
Existing PLCs do not allow direct 
memory access.



Check whether a system behaves as expected according to a model or not.

Physical Attestation

System

=?

How do we obtain a model then?



Modeling CPS

PLC Env

actuating

sensing

PLC code is easy to model
Env is almost impossible to 

model



Machine Learning

System behaviors 

with the original 

PLC code

System behaviors 

with modified 

PLC code

This is what we want
How do we obtain the PLC 

behaviors with modified code?



Apply code mutation techniques to generate mutated PLC codes; and run the 

system with the modified PLC codes to collect . 

Code Mutation



Classification

System behaviors 

with the original 

PLC code

System behaviors 

with modified 

PLC code

How do obtain the classifier between 

the two sets of behaviors?



Support Vector Machine
Automatic

Linear or polynomial or arbitrary 

classifier

Relatively scalable



Correctness

N-fold cross 

validation

Statistical model 

checking

How do we validate the learned classifier is “correct”?



What kind of classifiers shall we use?

Experiments on SWaT



How many mutants are enough?

Experiments on SWaT



Are the learned model good for physical attestation?

#detected: negative with accuracy >= 85%

Experiments on SWaT



Are the learned model good for detecting other attacks?

Experiments on SWaT



Summary
The Attestation Problem

How to make sure that the program in the PLCs of CPS are not tampered?

Answer

Yuqi Chen, Christ Poskitt, and Jun Sun: “Learning from Mutants: Using Code Mutation to 

Learn and Monitor Invariants of a Cyber-Physical System”, IEEE S&P 2018.  



Ongoing Effort 
How to test the control programs in PLCs to identify safety 

and security problems?

How if the CPS (or software systems in general) are smart 

(evolves over time through machine learning)?

How if an attacker is smart (evolves over time through 

learning)?  


